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Idowu G. Adeshola(7th March 198*)
 
I am cool, interesting, and a loving man. 'very conducive to be with and dream a
lot. I love nature and this prompt my interest in writing of series of lettering
thing like poems, songs and plays.
I love talking and meeting people of my world.
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@ The Peak
 
@ THE PEAK …..
 
My mouth can’t do it all my dearest
If I have all the day to breast
There are more attached to the shining of the sun
The measurement of the moon is overrun
 
Don’t let your mind be derailed
At all time the necessity is needed
I mean when my heart is steam
All around a stave
All I can do is pouring it out to you
 
In the rise of the day
When the sound is heavy @ noon
And in the sleep of the earth in night
You are all I see, imagine and bridge my fantasy on
 
@ The peak of everyday
Your thoughts blow my heart
Like a the breeze of the sea in May
Very cool and loving for the body right from the crest
@ The best of time “I am thinking”
Riding on you thought my paramour
 
©Crux!
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Aching Heart
 
ACHING HEART
 
I wrote you a letter and you dart with it
The rain is heavy; Not landing friendly
But I am in; walking a work in still
I sat upon the cold pew in a raining cloud
But, I can’t regulate the heat that exhale from me
 
I ride cycle in my parlor
There is nobody to fight with
My tender heart is hanging across the shining sun
If no one cares it will become a chronicles
The earth can tell the life He gave me
 
A sounding voice in letter
A dancing leg when there is no beat
And a heavy body when we are asks to run
Who will make this aching heart to start?
 
After a long pain without no gain
When the world had nail it in
I am who I am today
Because you don’t love me
But I love you, even when I do not see your love.
 
©2010 Crux!
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By The River Side
 
BY D RIVER SIDE
 
This will be my abode till that day
Where I will see no one but trees and sea
I am cane in my home; I cry out to Rome
I know where ever I am
You can see me but why do you leave me to be beaten
Why do you leave me to be flogged?
 
I will wait until you tell me to move
My heart is poison and can’t reason
I am perturb about the end
Will you ever save me is all I ask
 
I am not worthy of calling you for help
Neither!  I am expecting you to help
But what can nail nail better than a hammer
I can’t say anything than calling you now
Please I need my home
Dear Lord comes to my rescue! ! I need you
I am waiting by the river side.
© Crux!
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Can I Love You?
 
CAN I LOVE YOU?
 
I don't know if it wrong or right-in!
Maybe killing or healing
I have been thinking and pondering so long
The boom is the heart about my love-run
Can't wait a day more than this sun
 
Can I say I love you to adore
Can I love you to honor
What if I say I love you from the depth?
And the love owes lot of debts
 
Please my heart desire that is rare
I want you to know that you're far
Even when I see you everyday
I want you in pose and closed day-in day-out
I don't know if ‘am permit But,
 
CAN I SAY I LOVE YOU?
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Crying A River
 
CRYING A RIVER
 
Even when all soul rise to beseech for you
Looking behind it is very amiss
The question seems clear
But, where is the sanity then.
 
He dreamt of the punishment attached
Knowing the fact in it bemoan
The river crying can’t be the key
The belt is tit.
 
After he dance to the rhythm
Knowing it and never demur
What the by product will be after
Moving from left to right
Wining front and back in bliss
 
Why I my perspiring?
Can somebody riposte the question for Him?
Even when you cry the river
Nemesis will not leave you.
 
©2010
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Don'T Be Too Sure
 
DON’T BE TOO SURE
 
I can hear the jingle of the bell
The call is clear; the sound is bam
I am very sure it’s our call to come and dine
The bell-ringer can’t sing it out.
 
I think he hate me so much
Why can’t he help me when I need Him?
And yet! He keeps saying he loves me.
I know he is using irony because he hates me
 
Many of our though are ruled with emotion
And the way we see is how we stand
At times we live but we are dead
An able man that is absence when needed
Is as good as a disable man present?
 
Assumption is the key to failure
Knowing fact makes you go fast
Please don’t be sure;
It’s our call to dine or He hates you
 
Life is about fact…. Live on it;
© Crux!
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Everyday Life
 
Everyday I wake up from my bed in the morning,
Listening to the sound of the day in different form.
Different thought runs through my head,
Above my eye is the white plate, covering the roof storm
With a strange design which goes in circle without an end.
 
Does life have an end? What happen on the other side?
This and many more of this song is on repeat-play in my head
With fear of tomorrow, the journey tease in pain-beside
Although we live to laugh and life continue to reign and spread
But we laugh at each other sorrow.
The law of karma many said rules the world.
 
If the world goes in circle like the roof above my head without an arrow
Or looks like the moon and sun above the earth.
I have seen the flame fainted into the air,
And the rain sinking into the ground like a dream without an end.
 
Everyday numbers of people died;
Everyday day numbers of babies were born.
What you have today?
There! someone else is asking for it,
The journey through love and hate.
 
Without many answers to life itself, but God.
We continue to grow in fear of the others,
Those with the guns to kill without mercies
But when we kill ourself self; Then what is death itself?
 
I know there is someone Who see us all,
Many said he is God of gods,
Some people don't recognise him.
He is the creator, A MERCIFUL GOD
Maybe is the answer to everything?
 
He is the day and night,
The sand, sun, grass, tress, moon and waters?
I know he is my God.
And he will always there for me. #Omnipresence
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Good Bye I Bay You
 
GOODBYE I BAY YOU
 
I never felt like this all my life.
At this junction the journey stops!
Understanding the fact that make all this happen
Under the life we share together ago
‘Hope it never happen at all
 
I can hear my heart screaming
Saying I cannot take not a beat more
This a note to you a time ago
 
Raising my hat while same time taking a bow 
The play time is over.
I bay you a very goodbye to the love shared
And to a new begging in a far
 
I wish you the rightful partner
goodbye and goodbye
I bay you
 
©2010 Crux!
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I Can'T See
 
I CAN’T SEE
 
I hope this will be the last to come from this outlook
In the morning, at noon and when the night is overrun
I jaunt on a white horse outside the house
When the earth is sleeping my heart is weeping
The sounding in fear; Is pounding death
 
I rise to the day; thinking they’ve all dry
But, in the end I stood still like a hill
That moves nowhere and is right there
The eyes of an eagle can see anything
But, HER hunting never cut across dusk
 
The throat of the wicked will be cut off
At the time it’s main
Why do I have eye like the eagle?
And seeing in the day is a daydream
While the night is a nightmare
 
Lord I am blind; my yolk is shelled
And my body is jacket
They all can’t see the light in the diurnal
I WANT TO SEE…… OPEN MY SIGHT LORD!
 
©2010
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I Hide My Tears
 
I HIDE MY TEARS
 
Every time I see your face coming
Any time your face is here beside me
My heart seeks only one thing and never weeps out
So many of my smiles depend on your love
I hide in corner; never stop weeping
When you show face; all is been hidden
 
I hide my tears when I called your name
I nature the water and use it to bath
For every part of me to live around it all day long
But today all have to be seen
 
Maybe because happiness waits for all
Those who cry, all those who were hurt, all
Those who have searched, and all those who have tried
For only they, can appreciate
The importance of all the people,
Who have touched their lives
 
I hide the tears of my love for you
©2010 Crux!
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I Need You
 
I NEED YOU
 
Anytime I find myself in this shoe
Where it takes and makes me never cross my heart and soul.
When I have my eyes open
Like the gate of a palace but can’t see
 
The ears were widely opened
But hear not even at the top of the sound.
My heart is weak; my love is of a meat,
In the midst of a portion rice,
That deserves nothing but a fare death.
 
Your mercy is all I need
If your lesson will make me reason,
The wounds and injury sustained will beat me out
My name is written wrongly
But spelled right; Please forgive me Lord,
Because without you my world
‘will role in fear and keep evil friends
My house will stock failure, disappointment, and hatred
All kind existing in devil dictionary.
 
Will you now leave me when your need is high in my life.
When I keep on forgetting your will
Will you allow my dream sheltered even when I want you
But my days are poison and rock with evil
You are my cure and I am secure with you
Dear Lord! Please forgive me while you empower me.
 
©2010 Crux!
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If Only You Read
 
IF ONLY YOU READ
 
They can smell it all around the world
The people you know and those you never see
Bailing is temporal freedom to live
The hour to shine is not in me all
It’s what I have that make me who I am in life
My thought snoops in dream of your world
 
When I have you close in my dream
Eating on the same table and talking together
I feel like all the world is looking at me
And joy in my heart never seems to end
 
The convey of my thought never see your light
In all manners the message is send across
But it hard you don’t smell the saint of the food
All ingredient is apply to it preparation
 
If only you read this
Then will my entire dream take a pay
For gold or go… If only you read
 
©2010 Crux!
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In My Dark Hour
 
Life; a teacher that never stop teaching
Human; a life that keep on changing
Change; the only thing constant in life without measure.
The life within a human is a shot,
Not of tequila nor of a bullet
It a shot giving to you and me with pain and gain
 
 
Love; the universal language with no barriers
Money; the song that keep us together
Time; A period in life that never stayed
 
Sitting here today, thinking about all this things.
I look back to how the world is changing.
The day in- day out of each day under the cloud.
With the consequence of life itself.
 
 
There you are watching, listening carefully
In every moment of my life
You are there for me more than I can imagine,
In the raining day, during the shining sun
You are here with me, in my thought; in my head
I want you more and more in my life.
 
God in my dark our all I can think about is you
Do me justice to be the one.
The Abraham and Solomon of today
I know all power belong to you and you can do all things.
You are God of possibilities.
In the dark days; all I think about is you.
Help Me Now
 
Idowu G. Adeshola
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In Prison
 
IN PRISON
 
The child was born five years ago
In the best of garden ever
The garner never nap nor go on siesta
But, no name was giving to the innocent preschool.
And everybody claim to be the father
 
I wrote in prison for you to listen
There is lesson in my dump acting
I was expected to speak in defense for my sentence
Mba, the answer is there word for word
My expression, if only, can win me out
 
My mouth never open and I say it all in silence
Can you see I have send myself to prison
Even before I was voiced one by san
 
In prison for your love
Even when I was given a chance
I never dance with it…
 
Don’t be like me because I lose Her
For not saying or reading my heart through my mouth
Just pour it out all; and you franchise is yours….
 
© 2010 Crux!
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Just Thinking About You
 
It's a thought across a million miles, Plain
Regardless of where I might be, there is a place;
Where comfort of love become a rap.
In your heart, On your mind, Beside you.
 
As the beautiful day arise to shine, from the sky
Your thought run deep in my head.
Like the hill upon the mountain, I grow found of you
Even in the cold winter of the day,
Your love became my cardigan, warm and tender
 
Today! Like yesterday and tomorrow, there is you
The only one who my heart want,
You are crazy, funny and a beautiful woman
I can call mine, and I am your man.
 
Everyday I hope and pray to see you smile
Underneath you lips, your teeth.
Please dear, put on your smiling gear
Every time you do, my heart merry for you more.
 
Shake you booty, because I know you have it.
You are my true love, and I am happy you're in my life
Today like every other day, I want you to know,
That without rain, there maybe no sunshine
 
And without you or me, there will not be us.
I love you.
 
Idowu G. Adeshola
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Just Your Love
 
JUST YOUR LOVE
 
The journey had been long ago
And hoping for a better destination
A lonely soul driving in a lonely path
Where is the car going to stop?
What if there is no more fuel?
Will the car stop if that occurs?
I doubt this believe of stopping this aspiring heart
Where it goes for a stop only it know
When the world is resting
This car keeps on and it driver never naps.
There is no horn and never make a noise
 
All its focus is winning the race of no end
Of so many competitor that were invisible
I hope the price what it all for good
The ass is burning out but the heart remain fresh for trophy
At a point its stop and series of question never stop
But, it look never seems worried or tired
It stopped and never offer answers to any
 
He finds it way forward, handed a paper
In it all in ink, bold, legible and well carved
 
“This is where I can say it all for you to understand
Where I can talk and never get frighten
I don’t know what it takes to have you in my arms
Standing very firm by my side while we take a walk
I am short of what to say to make you understand
That I love what makes you happy in life
And I love whatever will take away all your pains to the grave
Where you want to go is my home
I have been running for your love.
Please where can I find it?
And there you will find me smiling
I have run all the miles searching
But my hunting never sees your love hide out
This all I can say in ink
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All I want is just your love…
 
After the long driving; The price is said
It all for love.
 
©2010 Crux!
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Millions Time
 
Its fever I fell throughout the night
My whole body never quench of heating
I am so cold inside but my body blaze
The dread of your departure kills me out
 
Every night I stay awake saying all this…
My heart of which I cannot hold
Fear is not a friend, please go!
I know she is fine where she is at the moment
Surely I will see and hold her again
 
How I wish every moment is spent
Together with my sweetest and sweetest
The light in the dawn
It is your thought that rule all day
 
The simple smile you posses
With the whitish shiny set of teeth
A cool lovely soft of little hair body
And a long black hair that never stop arresting eye
 
All this and this stapled my heart
My love, in more than millions of time
Is your thought coated my sincere my heart
I miss you!
 
©2010 Crux!
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My Dearest Parent
 
Just like every other day in my life
When I seat and see it all imagined
The coldish; The hottish; The nonaligned
Right here as am still seating and flirts
It cut across my lonely heart and never left
 
The most faithful day I was make in the Her womb
And the unforgettable day I was announced
 
Who to thank is very confusing
I don’t know of what value can replace it
The nine month I was mount in Her womb
Or the later part of the nurturing to be bold
 
I will live to say it all that never and ever
The precious memory and cogent thought of you
Will never depart from me
I love you more than you love me…
 
May the river you fetch your
Joy, Love, Money, Health, Age, Honor etc.
Never dry off but remain flourishing
More than human imagination
I love you Dad
Mom I love you
My dearest parent I love you.
 
Idowu G. Adeshola
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Night Cry
 
Dear Lord!
I live on rock and still messed up
Eating from a devils pot makes you a devil
My cries comes of different sound
And pound no heart to change
 
I think ‘am under a spell that can be tell
In the morning I beg for mercy
At noon I role in fancy
And to crown it all in the night I say it tasty
 
The way it goes never give me peace
I always feel like ending it all at once
But I always thought the power I got is bonce
In the end my strength never extend
 
Where is the light?
Why am I still living in dark?
When will it end just like yesterday?
What is the way out of this jungle?
 
All this remain unanswered, right here in my heart
And nobody to share with, except me and myself
I am still crying!
I am still nagging!
I will never stop believing!
Because you put an end to it today and forever
 
©2010 Crux!
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Striving After Wind
 
STRIVIN AFTER WIND
 
I may not know anything in this world
But one thing will never leave my head
That as it was said then so it is now
That nothing is new under the heaven
That all these have happened then, now and later
 
All these and these I am sure of
That! the running, the waiting, the fighting,
the struggling, the money, the hatred, the power
your wisdoms, your assets, your wives, your jobs
All the traveling, the dreams, the pleasures, the pains
And all that Men seeks
 
Is just striving after wind
That gives nothing at the end
All that we see will and that we hope seeing
Had been seen by the archaic; It will still be seen by the future
Nothing changes only but human being
 
We have come with nothing and going nowhere with
Because Vanity + Vanity + Vanity
Is striving after wind
 
©2010 Crux!
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To My Angel
 
There are times we know what we want,
Just as no one instruct the day to break
You have a picture in your head
Maybe not me or someone like me
But you choose me anyway
 
I know many want us to fail,
Like the rainbow in the sky, that never last.
In the waking of the day;
I will be your man, beside you at morning
 
At the rise of the sun;
My love will be your strength, in the noon
When day become night,
I will be your light, shining, in the dark.
 
You my angel, sent from the sky
Your smile, Your beauty, Your love
Runs like an ocean, with no limits
There is no one like you, in this universe
You are unique, brave, talented and you are my love.
 
Just like yesterday we came across each other,
With no words, but today we are all we got
With so much words and memories.
I love you my angel.
 
Idowu G. Adeshola
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To My Friend
 
JUST FOR YOU
 
I have a millions of reason for this
And have billions of reason not to mention it
But, my trillions of reason said I should say it
Understanding this will be hard
Just like cracking nut with bare hand
 
I wrote you this little note of mine
In the dirtiest paper; With the fainted ink
From a sincere heart
When the sun is not good you will not be there
What to say when you are to be promoted shall you pronounce
The hour of your success will not be manage by them
Your life will be a blessing to generations to come
The love you need not to be lust will find your abode
You will rule over your enemy like Joseph
When other were standing; you will be outstanding
You are move from every level zero as you become a hero
When other says no way; yours will be optional
The life you share will be heard and read for air for good
Nothing will dismay your helper to locate you
Your beauty will continue to shine like the sun
Every of your loss out of ignorance will dance with you
You will not die
You will be loved
You will be buttered
You will …………..Just let me pause
Do you know that! Prayer is not a 'spare wheel'
That you pull out when in trouble,
But, it is a 'steering wheel'
That directs the right path throughout.
 
This all I can give when my thought cut across your friendship
Friendship is like a BOOK. It takes few seconds to burn,
But it takes years to write.
Old Friends are Gold! New Friends are Diamond!
If you get a Diamond, don't forget the Gold!
Because to hold a Diamond, you always need a Base of Gold!
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Thank you for being a friend…
My joy; Your Joy; Our Joy
Will never race to ending
 
©2010 Crux!
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Tomorrow
 
TOMORROW
 
Waking up this morning on my usual strange bed
I utter no word and look at the time spent
The moment to come for spending
Tears dropp never stop rushing out my eyes
The question or reasons for this ‘don’t understand
 
 Silence in my mouth but noise is all I have in my thought
Everywhere inside me never see sleep
Will all this gone at all?
When will your pain lay in grave?
There is time for everybody, where is yours?
 
But where I have been and where I am
Give no answer to this entire question
				Maybe The brightest future will
Always be based on a forgotten past;
After all, you can't go on successfully in life
Until you let go of your past mistakes, failures and heartaches
 
I will leave on hope till my tomorrow comes.
Tomorrow is all I have now
©2010 Crux!
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Unmerited Love
 
Hmmm!  How do you know it simple?
The love; The hatred
Life is more of a time
That eats in the morning and dines in the afternoon
The night is a traumatic
 
What can I do to this aged man?
That gives me all is trust and love
That make me seat among kings
Who sail me to my destiny
He makes my eye, soul, heart
And everything that has to do with me dance.
 
He lives in everywhere and sees everything.
He is old but ‘as new as a baby
The pilot of pilots; The king of kings
I know, I can’t bless you because you are rich
Can’t even imagine anything to pay you back
 
When you give me your room and I disarray it
Knowing for sure an ordinary man will hunt me out
But you look at me and fill sorry
You say little when you are angry
And say it all when His ways please you.
 
I can’t write it all neither can I say it all in life time
You are my healer, my maker, my entirety
 
Every time I think of it, that you are me as I live through
If you are defunct I am lifeless
 
That is why I proud to say it
That I love you because you are the everlasting God
Because you leave for ever
 
YES!  I LOVE YOU….
©2010
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Why Do You Leave Me?
 
WHY DO YOU LEAVE ME …..?
 
Every time I think about you
I went mad and just can't help it
Crying bold and sold all my soul out
I dream of a long togetherness in light life
But, why can't you hold my hand for a long walk
 
The memories you leave in me
For words you said incomplete
And the love you do not end within the life
I have been hurt badly and fill in incomplete
 
My love for you is real and still
For the time spent; I know you are me
I love you so much and ‘can do anything for you
Please love… Why do you leave me now…..?
When you know I love every beat you sound
When you know my heart is only meant for you.
 
I love you dear!
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